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Abstract—The aim of this study is to empirically investigate the mediating impact of export performance (EP) between technological advancement capabilities and business performance (BP) of Malaysian manufacturing micro, small and medium sized enterprises (MSME's). Firm's technological advancement resources are hypothesized as a platform to enhance both exports and BP of manufacturing MSMEs in Malaysia. This study is twofold, primary it has investigated that technological advancement capabilities helps to appreciate main performance measures noted in terms of EP and Secondly, it investigates that how efficiently and effectively technological advancement capabilities can contribute in overall Malaysian MSME's BP. Smart PLS-3 statistical software is used to know the association between technological advancement capabilities, MSME's EP and BP. In this study, the data was composed from Malaysian manufacturing MSME's in east coast industrial zones known as the manufacturing hub of MSMEs. Seven hundred and fifty (750) questionnaires were distributed, but only 148 usable questionnaires are returned. The finding of this study indicated that technological advancement capabilities helps to strengthen the export in term of time and cost efficient and it plays a significant role in appreciating their BP. This study is helpful for small and medium enterprise owners who intend to expand their business overseas and though smart technological advancement resources they can achieve their business competitiveness and excellence both at local and international markets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PREVIOUSLY internationalization has long been considered a significant attribute of entrepreneurship research, few studies exist on the potential linkages between internationalization and performance among MSMEs [1]. The performance of internationalization vastly ignored and the question of how to measure performance of internationalization remains unanswered. The negligence of appropriate literature has triggered this research to investigate firm's internationalization performance. Considering that "smaller business are not smaller versions of big business" [2], and that micro and smaller enterprises deal with a unique set of size-related, resources, it must be questioned whether performance measures used by large firms, are also applicable to MSMEs [1].

Micro and small firms are completely different from large multinational corporations (MNCs) and mostly micro, small, and medium firms lack to use the fundamental, resources that facilitate their international success [3]. The technological advancement resources and the nature of bigger firms and particularly micro and small are completely different attributes toward internationalizing. That is the reason it is easy for a bigger firm to participate but difficult for smaller. On the other hand, today’s competition is getting more intense than ever and firms from countries like Sweden, China and India are giving more critical competition to the global industry. Previous researcher [4]-[8] are examining various attributes to examine what appreciates micro, small and medium enterprise internationalization performance. Furthermore, in 1990’s the internet base technology started becoming commercialized, with some limitation and restriction. This delayed many micro and small firms from expanding internationally [9]. There are some other sub areas such as electronic commerce was encouraged through internet as a medium and likewise various businesses have taken this opportunity to venture into international markets.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The research base on internationalization in emerging markets has been focusing on large firms such as Intel Corporation, Lenovo, HP, Tata India and etc. [5]. Traditionally, efforts to understand internationalization of business have targeted particularly at large multinational companies [5], [10]. Academicians have noted that there is a little research that has been done to help the micro and small entrepreneurs to penetrate successfully in international markets. The micro, small and medium entrepreneurs’ factors that could lead them to cross border success remain unpredictable [6], [7] and [11].

It is the concern of academicians and practitioner that what are the resources and competencies that improve firm’s internationalization performance. Recently is the is most addressed research problems in the area of international business, approximately a hundred studies have investigated the question of whether and how internationalization affects firm performance [12].
Studies on internationalization of MSME’s on developed and developing countries are still lacking to explain technological advancement factor [13]-[15] influence MSME’s EP and BP. There are few studies which examine the influence of firm’s technological advancement capabilities in a set to measure manufacturing MSME’s export and BP.

The finding of [3], suggest that Malaysian MSME’s are lacking to penetration in the international markets. He further added that the reasons for internationalization are MSME’s seeking for more profits and market opportunities are the major reason for MSME’s to internationalize. On the other hand, [16] has indicated that currently Malaysian economic condition, EP and foreign direct investment (FDI) have increased significantly since 1990s and based on the current literature available on internationalization does not directly apply to the case of MSMEs based in developing economies, and most particularly Malaysia. However, empirical evidence shows that 56.4 % of Malaysia MSME’s are lacking in term of penetrating in the international market [5]. This paper has examined Malaysian manufacturing MSME’s technological advancement capabilities, mediated by EP influencing their BP.

III. OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

The term technological advancement is this research is explained as the initiatives by firms, government, international and regional support to internationalize their MSMEs competitiveness in the international markets. Technological advancement can be through technology capacity building via policies, mechanisms, and system support. This Technological advancement depends on the firm stage of development and other interrelated issues [13].

Technology advancement timely decision by a nation or industry or firm can propel micro, small and medium enterprises to actively participate in the internationalization process [17]-[19].

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW

While access to globally dispersed resources as a motivation for internationalization is a reasonable proposition, and which can also explain the internationalization of developed countries, on the other hand it is not completely clear how resources lead to capability development for emerging economy firms [20]. There is a rapid growth of technological advancement and industries are taking the best advantage of these technological advancements. This wave of technological advancement can also provide potential opportunities for Malaysian Firms to exploit the potential and use these opportunities for accelerating its economic recovery [21]. It is clearly aware of the fact that the extraordinary speed of transformation of industries via information technology and operational excellences all around the world has triggered Malaysians manufacturing industries to transform and these opportunities if lost can never be compensated. The Malaysian manufacturing sector is going through a process of restructuring, integration, and transformation, with important industry participants likely to decrease their investment into low-value segments and appreciate their actions in development and research, innovative ideas, high knowledge, high technologies and value-added industries. This fact dictates that any meaningful action or decisions for industry in Malaysia have to be implemented immediately. Malaysia and similar countries hoping to exploit the inherent potential of internationalization process must act immediately and decisively to restructure the domestic MSMEs to play effective role in international markets [5], [16], [22]. Malaysian firms intending to enter a foreign market found that in order to meet the international standards, it is important to know that Malaysian industry is fully aware and capable to internationalize [16]-[23]. As most firms internationally taking advantage from technological advancement and usage of information technology tools such as internet and e-Commerce. Micro and Small manufacturing firms are expected to significantly increase their internationalization success by using advance information technological tools, which can enable them to cut costs, with timely and accurate product delivery. All over the business sector, the usage of information technology is significantly improved, but its effective and efficient usage is still not that what is expected [13], [14], [24].

It has been seen that after the contextualization of new technology, it has been found that it is a revolution in every aspect of the Malaysian industry and MSMEs are using information technology techniques successfully [24].

A. Export Performance and Business Performance

The term internationalization or EP is widely explained in the previous research. Researchers [2], [25]-[27] have provided evidence and through literature review on the firm EP. Indeed the subject is extensively discussed is the area of firm international strategy and international business more than three decades, the variables and directions to measure international performance remain inconsistent and contradictory. In the previous research the firm performance and the degree of internationalization [28]-[30] have been investigated separately, which empirically proves the argument between firm financial success and firm international expansion.

International business (IB) literature has focused on how internationalization and performance are related. Different researchers argue for different kinds of relationships, ranging from no relationship, e.g., [31], positive linear e.g., [32], negative linear e.g., [33], U-shaped e.g., [34], inverted U-shaped e.g., [35], to a sigmoid shaped relationship e.g., [36], between internationalization and performance [37].

A study was conducted on 237 Indian firms to know their internationalization performance, which, have carried out exports in the period from 2002 to 2008. Their findings suggested that there is a positive linear internationalization performance relationship with export intensity and a negative linear internationalization performance relationship with foreign direct investment (FDI) activity. The study has supported the firm’s networking capabilities (business group
affiliation) and firm age positively moderate the internationalization performance relationships, which signifies resource base effects [37].

There is a connection between the degree of internationalization and performance of a firm which were supported by various scholars, which stated that international expansion of firms represents a prerequisite for greater financial success. They found that internationalization is beneficial for a firm and previous studies conducted in 70’s and 80’s have shown a linear relationship between the level of internationalization and firm performance [12]. Recently, researchers [38], [39] have combined these concepts by recommending that an S - horizontal curve can best describe the firm internationalization performance. On the other hand, there are authors [40], who used economic based variables using the theory of resource base view. The resources which they included are product advantage and resource available for international expansion influencing internationalization. The study has also utilized organizational learning as moderator variable, which is further categorically divided into social, technology and market learning. In the study, it is found that technological learning does not moderate internationalization and firm performance.

V. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The aim of this paper is to measure the mediating influence of firm EP on of Malaysian manufacturing MSMEs business performance. The efficiency of firms to make best use of its technological resources and export a part of its goods and services abroad is increasingly regarded as a significant step towards a competitive performance [41], [42].

Various researches [4], [43], have indicated that firm exporting and business performance has lacked a focus specifically from small firms perspective.

VII. SCOPE

The units of analysis of this study are owners of Malaysian manufacturing micro, small, and medium enterprising firms. In fact, the Malaysian manufacturing MSME’s needed to involve in IB activities and play their role to bring in economic stability. In addition to that, this study will also help to encourage micro, small, and medium entrepreneurs in developing their international confidence to promote their product.

VIII. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

The influence of the internationalization process on the technological capabilities was also measured by [49]. Their study used the internationalization of Brazilian Export Producer Companies Model, which was built by [50] who measured technological capabilities of Brazilian firms. The finding concluded that different levels of internationalization required different functions and different levels of technology. Their study found a positive significant relationship between the process of internationalization and the development of technological capabilities in the Brazilian firms. The author has further noted that the firms will remain competitive in international markets, if they build diverse cross border alliances (networking capabilities), expertise skills along with technological capabilities.

This research has the following research hypotheses:

H1. Export performance has a significant effect on business performance.

H2. Technology advancement capabilities have a significant effect on export performance.
H3. Technology advancement capabilities have a significant effect on business performance.
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IX. METHODOLOGY

The research instrument used in collecting data will be a questionnaire that will be distributed among the owners of micro, small and medium manufacturing enterprises in Malaysia. The present study will have owners of internationalizing firms as the unit of analysis. This study uses a Smart PLS-3 method to check the casual relationship between technological advancement resources, export and business performance. The data were collected from Malaysian Manufacturers in Malaysia peninsular east coast industrial zones from major cities and these cities are considered to be the most important industrial hub of MSMEs in Malaysia. The List of Small and Medium Manufacturers were obtained from the Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) directory as per 2013. Seven hundred and fifty (750) questionnaires were distributed, but only 148 usable questionnaires are returned. According to [51], sampling frame chart if total of 378 MSMEs required from 37, 861 total manufacturing MSMEs, as it will be appropriate samples at 95% confidence level. However, as due to low response rate intentionally we distribute more questionnaires in order to meet the required sample size. Therefore, a total of 148 questionnaires (response rate 19.7%) was considered valid and usable to analyze the data, such response return rate is comparatively same to that reported by [52], [53]. On the other hand, it should be noted that 15 to 20% response rate in acceptable rate for the studies conducted in similar industry; due to the nature of this study that examines manufacturing MSMEs at the organizational level.

X. ANALYSIS

The findings indicated full mediation of EP between technological advancement capabilities and business performance. The direct effect was 0.46 between export performance and business performance. The indirect effect between technological advancement capabilities was 0.144, which shows a full mediation.

To test the hypotheses, the construct equations were interpreted with standard errors and test statistics. The construct equations, measure the extent to which one factor relates to another, that is, the extent to which the structural path coefficient and t-values between hypothesized constructs reflected direct relationships [54], [55]. The t-values must be significant to support the hypothesized paths and should be greater than 1.96 or 2.56 for alpha protection levels of 0.05 and 0.01, respectively [56]. Table II shows the path coefficient and t-value results.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Outer loading</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAC -&gt; EP</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>2.144</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAC -&gt; BP</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>1.292</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP -&gt; BP</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>6.113</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hypothesis 1. (H1) Export Performance (EP) has a Significant Effect on Business Performance (BP).

There is a significant association between export performance and business performance (t=6.11, p<0.05). Hence, export performance did influence business performance. As export performance goes up, the business performance goes up as well.

Hypothesis 2. (H2) Technology Advancement Capabilities (TAC) have a Significant Effect on Export Performance (EP).

There is no significant relationship between technology advancement Capabilities and export performance (t=2.14, p>0.05). Thus, Technology Advancement Capabilities have no significant association with export performance.

Hypothesis 3. (H3) Technology Advancement Capabilities (TAC) have a Significant Effect on Business Performance (BP).

There is no significant relationship between technology advancement capabilities and business performance (t=2.14, p<0.05). Hence, business performance did not influence technology advancement Capabilities. On the other hand, the path coefficient of the model is shown in Table III.

Fig. 3 shows the path coefficient graph which shows the individual factor relates to each other, this is the extent to which the structural path coefficient constructs shows the direct relationships.
should also organize capacity building programs for qualified international trading experts or agents. MSMEs in their start-up stage should consider appointing technological advancement capabilities, the MSMEs can improve their financial resources. With the help of technological advancement, which is again an important factor for MSMEs as they are comparatively new and have limited financial and non-financial resources. With the help of technological advancement capabilities, the MSMEs can improve their entrepreneurial skills, networking, fast, cost effective and safe international operations. It is highly recommended that MSMEs who lack technological advancement resources in their start-up stage should consider appointing technological qualified international trading experts or agents. MSMEs should also organize capacity building programs for managerial staff, and undertaking a concerted effort to improve their technological advancement capabilities. On the other hand, Malaysian government and policy makers willing to improve or promote greater exporting practices among MSMEs should take a serious note in this area.

XIII. CONCLUSION

Malaysian manufacturing firms are struggling hard to gain competitive advantage locally and internationally through their technological capabilities and with the efficient role played by the government as a reagent to appreciate expansion of the micro and small firms [58]-[60]. Technological advancement is transforming small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and this process of transformation is revolutionizing the rules of business, causing these micro, small and medium enterprises transform its structures. Internationalization is not possible without technological advancement, which is having an important impact on MSMEs operations [14]. Malaysian manufacturers, particularly MSMEs need to continuously update their technological advancement capabilities which cannot only be helpful in their export performance, but it could also improve their business performance as well.
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